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media name ghost recon: future soldier developer ubisoft paris red storm entertainment publisher
ubisoft release date october 25, 2012 ghost recon future soldier takes players deep into russia's

urban jungle. there you will work behind enemy lines as a team of elite soldiers on a mission that is
critical to the entire world. players will infiltrate the bad guys stronghold to both neutralize enemy
forces and acquire high-value targets. media name ghost recon: future soldier developer ubisoft
paris red storm entertainment publisher ubisoft release date october 25, 2012 ghost recon future

soldier comes with new modes, such as the new guerrilla mode, where two teams face off in a
stealth-based battle. this single-player campaign gets players deep into the russian countryside as
they pursue high-value targets. you'll infiltrate a protected compound to neutralize enemy forces

and score valuable intel on top-ranking players. in all, this is a lot to enjoy, and ubisoft puts it all into
a single package. along with the tactical gameplay changes, ghost recon future soldier features a

familiar storyline that sets up a new, shadowy conflict between the ghosts and a secretive new
enemy. playing as an elite group of military operatives, the ghosts spend two months infiltrating an
area. the conflict between the ghosts and the enemy is sometimes highlighted, and other times, the
objectives lead to a different story. ghost recon future soldier also offers a new multiplayer mode,
called ghost war, where players can set their own map objectives, battle one another in real-time,

and help each other complete their objectives.
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the campaign consists of two new maps and five missions. these new
missions are exclusive to this level of play. the first is called

"operation cable splicer". this mission takes place at a time when the
team is based at a secret military installation near southern california.
after encountering some unexpected resistance, the team evacuates
the installation. the second mission is named "dark side of the moon".
the ghost team is ordered to travel to los angeles in order to rescue
an lapd officer who has been kidnapped by a criminal organization.
the third mission is entitled "saved your life". the ghost team is sent

to arizona to investigate strange activity at a g-4 military base, which
leads the squad to uncover a series of strange experiments that may
be responsible for the team's recent losses. the next mission is called

"breaking point", where the team must carry out a rescue mission.
after determining that someone is posing as a wealthy business man
in order to defraud a man of millions of dollars, the team travels to an
island near the florida coast to rescue the target. the next mission is

called "sound and fury". there is an elite u.s. kgb unit chasing the
ghosts and during their pursuit they infiltrate and take over an

abandoned factory. the ghost team is tasked with evacuating the
factory while eliminating the team. the last mission is "crusade". the

ghosts must infiltrate an airport during a routine exercise where
hundreds of mercenaries are involved in a power struggle between

two factions. while trying to stay alive during the mission, the ghosts
must team up with the opposing faction in order to eliminate the

opposing faction. the ghosts must also eliminate a hostage situation
where terrorists are holding dozens of military officials captive. ghost

recon future soldier features a dynamic cover system; players and
enemies can hide behind a variety of static or moving objects, such as

crates, desks, cars, and a variety of other stationary objects. the
game also features several challenges that can be accessed while

playing single-player missions, allowing players to earn money, and
rewards to gain additional weapons and equipment in the game.
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